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Abstract
In order to control computational com-
plexity, neural machine translation (NMT)
systems convert all rare words outside the
vocabulary into a single unk symbol. Pre-
vious solution (Luong et al., 2015) resorts
to use multiple numbered unks to learn the
correspondence between source and target
rare words. However, testing words un-
seen in the training corpus cannot be han-
dled by this method. And it also suffers
from the noisy word alignment. In this pa-
per, we focus on a major type of rare words
– named entity (NE), and propose to trans-
late them with character level sequence
to sequence model. The NE translation
model is further used to derive high qual-
ity NE alignment in the bilingual training
corpus. With the integration of NE trans-
lation and alignment modules, our NMT
system is able to surpass the baseline sys-
tem by 2.9 BLEU points on the Chinese to
English task.
1 Introduction
Neural machine translation is a recently proposed
approach to MT and has shown competing re-
sults to conventional translation methods (Kalch-
brenner and Blunsom, 2013; Cho et al., 2014;
Sutskever et al., 2014). Despite several advan-
tages over conventional methods, such as no do-
main knowledge requirement, better generaliza-
tion to novel translations and less memory con-
sumption, it has a significant weakness in handling
rare words. In order to control computational com-
plexity, NMT systems convert all rare words out-
side the vocabulary into a single unk symbol. Such
conversion makes them unable to translate rare
words. And those meaningless unks also increase
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Figure 1: Character level sequence to sequence
model for NE translation.
the difficulty for the NMT model to learn the cor-
respondence between source and target words.
To tackle this problem, Luong et al. (2015) pro-
pose to augment the unk symbol with alignment
information. Their method allow the NMT system
to learn, for each unk in the target sentence, the po-
sition of its corresponding word in the source sen-
tence. A post-processing step is adopted to trans-
late target unks with a dictionary.
This approach has been shown effective to han-
dle rare words, but there are still some drawbacks.
First, it cannot translate words outside the dictio-
nary. Second, it relies on noisy word alignment.
As known to all, automatic word alignment for
rare words is far from perfect. Wrong alignment
will reduce the quality of the bilingual corpus to
train NMT model, and the dictionary extracted
according to word alignment will also be noisy.
Third, the content of rare words is totally ignored.
Taking the following sentence as an example,
Judy chases the pat with unk .
the translation of this sentence into Chinese will
be quite different depending on whether the last
word is a person name or a modifier describing
some feature of the pat.
To solve the above problems, we propose to
translate rare words with character level sequence
to sequence model, as shown in Figure 1. Due to
the limitation of existing resources, we limit our
research in this paper to a major type of rare words
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– named entities. With an NE translator trained
on external NE list, we can derive high quality
NE alignment in the bilingual corpus, from which
more NE pairs can be extract to further enhance
the NE translator. Similar to Luong et al. (2015),
the aligned NE pairs are then replaced with their
type symbols and an NMT model is trained on the
new data. A post-processing step is employed to
recover the translation of the replaced NEs.
Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of this approach. Evaluation on the Chinese
to English translation task shows that our inte-
grated system surpasses the baseline system by 2.9
BLEU points, and brings an improvement of 1.6
BLEU points over Luong’s method.
2 Named Entity Translation and
Alignment Model
Figure 2 gives an overview of the architecture of
our system. In the training phase, we first train
a neural NE translation system with a character-
level sequence to sequence model. The initial
training data consists of NE translation pairs,
which can be obtained easily for many language
pairs from the web. For example, we can extract
linked Wikipedia titles and filter them according
to category information. Then this NE transla-
tor together with a NE recognizer are used to find
aligned NE pairs in the bilingual corpus. A list of
NE pairs can be extracted from this corpus and it is
combined with the original list to build a stronger
NE translator. The aligned NE pairs in the bilin-
gual corpus will be replaced with corresponding
type symbols, resulting in sentence pairs like the
following example,
ZH: LOC1重新开放驻 LOC2大使馆
EN: LOC1 reopens embassy in LOC2
Finally, this new data after replacement will be
used to train an NMT model.
In the testing phase, the NEs in the input sen-
tence are first recognized and replaced with type
symbols. After translated by the NMT model, the
NE symbols in the output will be replaced with the
translation of original NEs, which is generated by
the NE translation module.
2.1 Named Entity Translator
The model we adopt to translate NE is a charac-
ter level sequence to sequence model. It maps a
source NE s = (s1, s2, ..., sm) into a target NE
t = (t1, t2, ..., tn) with a single neural network as
follows,
p(t|s) =
n∏
i=1
p(ti|t<i, s)
where the conditional probability is paramiter-
ized with the encoder decoder framework. The
encoder reads the source character sequence and
encodes it into a sequence of hidden states. Then
the decoder generates the target NE character by
character based on the target hidden states. In this
paper, we adopt the implementation of Bahdanau
et al. (2015) which introduces an attention mecha-
nism while predicting each unit in target sequence.
Please look into it for more detail.
As pointed out by previous work, the total com-
putational complexity will grow almost propor-
tional to the target vocabulary in the sequence to
sequence model. Fortunately, in the scenario of
character level NE translation, the vocabulary size
is only hundreds (such as English) to thousands
(such as Chinese). While in the case of word level
NMT, the vocabulary size is often hundreds of
thousands to millions. So NMT systems usually
limit vocab size to tens of thousands to make com-
putation feasible. In character level model, there
is no such need.
2.2 Named Entity Alignment
Named entity alignment based on bilingual cor-
pus alone is a hard task. Since a lot of NEs ap-
pear only a few times in the corpus, we cannot
collect enough statistical evidence to infer reli-
able alignments with traditional word alignment
model. Previous work (Huang et al., 2003; Feng
et al., 2004) design multiple features, including
translation score, transliteration score, distortion
score etc., and use iterative training to discover
aligned NEs in bilingual corpus.
However, if we have a high quality and high
coverage NE list, together with a powerful NE
translation model, things could be much easier.
We can learn a NE translator from the list, then
use it to translate recognized NEs in one language
and compare it with word sequence (up to trigram)
in the other language. The longest common subse-
quence between NE translation candidate and tar-
get word sequence is adopted for similarity match-
ing in this paper,
LCS(c, t) =
1
2
(|c|+ |t| − ED(c, t))
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Figure 2: System architecture to incorporate NE translation into neural MT
sim(c, t) = LCS(c, t)/|c|
where ED is the edit distance and |x| is the
length of x. For example, the longest common
subsequence between ’bolin’ and ’berlin’ is ’blin’.
The final NE　alignment result is the union of
bi-directional matching, i.e. matching source NE
with target word sequence and vice versa. We do
not match bilingual NEs directly because the au-
tomatic NE recognition is not good enough and
some NEs are not recognized in each language.
It has to mention that we don’t have a list of nu-
merical and temporal expressions to train a corre-
sponding translation model before alignment. To
calculate the similarity score, we carry the follow-
ing conversion for both Chinese and English nu-
merical expression,
- Convert Chinese and English numbers one to
nine to abric numbers, discard all other char-
acters. For example, ’百分之四点二’ (4.2%)
will be converted into 42, and 4,200 will also
be converted into 42.
- Add a few rules to handle exceptions such as
month.
The above conversion is used for the sake of
alignment. After NE pairs are extracted accord-
ing to the alignment, they are used to train the NE
translation model to handle NEs in testing data.
3 Experiments
We evaluate our method on the Chinese to English
translation task. Translation quality is measured
by the BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002).
3.1 Settings
The bilingual data to train the NMT model is se-
lected from LDC, which contains about 0.6M sen-
tence pairs. To avoid spending too much training
N/T PER LOC
translation 0.71 0.28 0.35
trans. + lex. table 0.78 0.48 0.70
alignment 0.97 0.93 0.96
Table 1: Translation and alignment performance
with neural NE translation model
time on long sentences, all sentence pairs longer
than 50 words either on the source side or on the
target side are discarded. The initial NE pairs are
extracted from the Wikipedia, which consist about
350k entries. We use an in-house developed NE
recognizer for Chinese and Stanford NER (Finkel
et al., 2005) for English.
The NIST 03 dataset is chosen as the develop-
ment set, which is used to monitoring the training
process and decide the early stop condition. And
the NIST 04 to 06 are used as our testing set.
3.2 Training Details
The hyperparameters used in our network are de-
scribed as follows. We limit both the source
and target vocabulary to 30k in our experiments.
Names inside the vocabulary are not handled. The
number of hidden units is 1,000 for both the en-
coder and decoder. And the embedding dimension
is 500 for all source and target tokens. The net-
work parameters are updated with the adadelta al-
gorithm and the learning rate is set to 10−4. The
above setting is used both in the character level NE
translation and word level sentence translation.
3.3 Name Translation and Alignment
Performance
Because the recognition performance and cross-
lingual consistency are not good for organization
names, we ignore this type and only handle nu-
System 03 (dev) 04 05 06 Average
baseline 25.65 28.94 25.13 27.86 26.90
unk rep. 27.63 30.02 26.42 28.72 28.20
NE rep. 27.90 30.67 28.20 29.42 29.05
unk+NE rep. 29.01 31.33 28.80 30.08 29.80
Table 2: Translation results for different systems
merical/temporal expressions, person names and
location names in this paper. To evaluate the NE
translation performance, we randomly extract 100
instances from the NIST testing data for each type,
and manually find their translations in the refer-
ence. Whereas the NE alignment performance
is evaluated on the same amount of samples ex-
tracted from the training data. The results are
shown in Table 1.
It could be seen from the table that the transla-
tion accuracy is relatively low. Since accuracy is
calculated in word level, the NE translation is re-
garded wrong even when there is only one letter
different. In order to improve the NE translation
accuracy in the post-processing step, we propose
to use the lexical table extracted from the bilin-
gual data if the NE could be found, otherwise the
neural NE translation model will be used. On the
other hand, the alignment accuracy is quite high.
And most alignment errors relate to wrong word
segmentation or NE recognition according to our
investigation.
3.4 Sentence Translation Performance
We compare the translation performance of our
method with that of Luong et al. (2015). The re-
sults are shown in Table 2. The baseline system
we adopt is the attention-based model proposed in
Bahdanau et al. (2015) . It can be seen that only re-
placing rare NEs with our method results in a bet-
ter performance than replacing all rare words with
Luong’s method. After combining the two meth-
ods, i.e., replacing NEs with our method and re-
placing other rare words with Luong’s method, we
could obtain an extra performance boost of 0.75
BLEU points, and the final performance surpass
the baseline by 2.9 BLEU points on average. It
has to be mentioned that Luong’s method is not as
effective on the Chinese-English language pair as
reported on the French-English language pair. A
possible reason is the automatic word alignment
quality is worse on the former language pair.
4 Related Work
Inability to handle rare words is a significant de-
fect of NMT systems. And it has attracted much
attention recently. Besides the work of Luong
(2015), Jean et al. (2015) propose to directly use
large vocabulary with a method based on impor-
tance sampling. As pointed out in their paper,
their method is complementary and can be used
together with replacement methods. Sennrich et
al. (2015) propose to represent rare words as se-
quences of subword units, and compares differ-
ent techniques to segment words into subwords.
Wang et al. (2015) use a hierarchical structure for
NMT, in which word representations are derived
from character representations.
The problem of NE translation has been studied
for a long time. Knight and Graehl (1998) study
it with probabilistic finite-state transducers. Li et
al. (2004) present a joint source-channel model for
direct orthographical mapping without intermedi-
ate phonemic representation. Freitag and Khadivi
(2007) propose a technique which combines con-
ventional MT methods with a single layer percep-
tron. Deselaers et al. (2009) use deep belief net-
works for machine transliteration. There are also
some previous works trying to integrate NE trans-
lation into traditional MT systems. Hermjakob et
al. (2008) study the problem of ”when to translit-
erate”. Li et al. (2013) propose to combine two
copies of training data, the original one and the
one with aligned NEs replaced.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we enhance the ability of NMT sys-
tem to handle rare words by incorporating NE
translation and alignment modules. With the help
of extra NE list and NE recognizer, our method is
able to produce high quality NE alignments, and
thus improves the data quality to train NE transla-
tion and sentence translation model. Experimen-
tal results show that our approach can significantly
improve the translation performance.
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